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newest linux questions super user - q a for computer enthusiasts and power users i run a game server on the port 7777
now this happens on all the ports except common ports like 22 80 etc and all the ports are inaccessible until i connect to my
ssh, users and groups guide to linux for beginners - becoming superuser no phone booth needed the obvious way is
simply to login as root that may be the best way to do it if you plan on doing a bunch of system maintenance type stuff but
operating as root regularly is a bad idea as you lose all the security protections that linux provides, linux top command for
windows powershell super user - i am looking for a powershell cmdlet that can provide similar functionality to the linux top
app something that refreshes at some given interval and displays the process list with cpu util i h, the big android
dictionary a glossary of terms you should - android comprises an entire ecosystem of apps games functions and
features so it would only make sense that it has its own lexicon words phrases and acronyms that didn t exist ten years ago
are now used in an off the cuff style by developers and support technicians across the web, memory technology device
mtd subsystem for linux - write back support ubifs supports write back which means that file changes do not go to the
flash media straight away but they are cached and go to the flash later when it is absolutely necessary
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